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AIRWOMEN HELP TO SERVICE THE BOMBERS

Aircrews of squadrons taking part in Bomber Command's increasing
offensive depend, for the efficient running of their aircraft on the

accumulator batteries which are tested and maintained by airwomen

in electrical workshops.

This is a responsible and vital job, as not only the success

of the raid, but the lives of the crews depend on the skill and

care with which these batteries are serviced* If they fail, they put
out of action not only the switch panel, crowded with the complex
instruments and gauges without-which a night bomber pilot cannot carry

on, but also the rear-gunner*s turret and his guns on which the crew

depend for defence against fighter attacks*

These accumulators feed all the most essential controls of the

aircraft, including the bomb—doors and the bomb-release switch.

In a hut on the edge of an airfield of Bomber Command an eighteen-
year-old airwoman who was a shop assistant before thewar, is one of

rainy servicing batteries for Lancasters* The walls of her workshop are

lined with black and chromium charging boards and on wooden trestles below

are ranged anything up to 36 accumulators waiting for Hopping up
1 and

testing, W,AA. F, charging board operators are given an intensive course

on the testing and maintenance of these accumulators, and are fully

aware of the importance of their task.

It takes two Days to charge a batter," said A,G,W, Dorothy,
as she fitted the charging board leads to a set of batteries from an

aircraft that had taken part in a raid on Essen, "When I finished my

course, I charged batteries for the flashing beacon and flare paths.
That was exciting, but this job is much more responsible, and I like

to think that my batteries went all the way to Essen and back,"


